
Third Party Risk 
Management

Resolver offers an integrated, 360-degree approach to Third Party Risk 
Management (TPRM). Through flexible workflows, deep integration with your 

existing systems, and powerful analytical dashboards, you can get a full-picture 
view of your third party relationships.

“  ”

Resolver makes it easy to identify risks and maintain ongoing 
monitoring of vendor performance. We help notify the right people 
when risks arise so your organization can make more informed 
decisions and provide a better defense against all types of third 
party risk.

Gain greater risk awareness with clear visibility into third party 
relationships

Using [Resolver, formerly Risk Vision] automation, 
Deutsche Bank reduced processing approval to 
onboard new vendors by 60%, from 163 days to 
65 days. 

– Managing Director, Deutsche Bank
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Efficiently perform risk assessments whenever needed 
Access a broad range of assessment content including NIST and Shared Assessments. 
Advanced risk scoring and workflow capabilities make it easy to gather and visualize 
information from high-risk vendors and critical business functions. 

Drive collaboration among all stakeholders in the onboarding process 
Resolver’s vendor onboarding process is made flexible so you can identify critical contract 
requirements and setup review workflows to ensure the contract includes all necessary 
language.

Maintain risk oversight and control over your third party relationships
You can easily manage all assessment findings, and control deficiencies against your 
organization’s risk appetite. This knowledge, combined with Resolver’s powerful risk scoring 
and analytics will help your team prioritize risk remediation activities. 

Proactively track vendor performance on an ongoing basis
Through external news feeds, visualized dashboards and automated system notifications, 
you can alert stakeholders of increased risk when KPI’s/KRI’s reach certain thresholds or 
SLA’s are missed.

Streamline the offboarding and transition process
Resolver’s customized workflows help automate the entire third party risk assessment 
process and ensure that business resilience isn’t compromised during a transition from one 
vendor to another. 

Save time with easy deployment 
Resolver’s software is quick and easy to deploy so you can start monitoring and reducing 
third party risks sooner, while realizing a quicker ROI.

Want to learn more? Let’s talk.
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Why manage third party risks with Resolver?
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